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1. Case Study–Effect of RyhB on potH (b0856)

From the 467 genes which show a change in translation initiation rate according to our model, 431
genes are down-regulated and 36 genes show an up-regulation upon RyhB binding. We chose one of
those, potH, to illustrate the details of our model results.

RyhB can bind the potH mRNA from position −49 to −13 nt in front of the translation start site, with
an hybridization energy of −35.2 kcal/mol and a ∆G of −12.47 kcal/mol. After sRNA binding the resulting
restructuring of the mRNA leads to a reduced opening energy of the RDS (see Figures S1 and S2).

Figure S1. Change of the opening energy ∆G [kcal/mol] along the mRNA due to the binding
of RyhB to the potH mRNA. The blue area marks the region where the sRNA binds the
mRNA (−49 to −13 nt). The red area marks the ribosome docking site (RDS: −9 to +21 nt).
The blue and the red line show the opening energy for the unaffected and the sRNA affected
mRNA, respectively. Each value expresses the energy needed to open the preceding 30 nt.
The black vertical dashed line marks the translation start site. The position is counted from
the translation start point.
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Figure S2. Minimum free energy structure of the translation initiation region without (A)
and with (B) bound RyhB. The sRNA binds in the blue marked region. The black marked
sequence stretch represents the ribosome docking site (RDS), with its integrated ribosome
recognition site (RRS; marked red). Each base is colored according to the accessibility.
From purple to red increases the accessibility of the bases. Plot (A) shows that almost the
complete RDS is bound inside a very stable hair-pin. After sRNA binding and subsequent
refolding, the largest part of the RRS is unfolded in the mfe structure and the rest of the RDS
is incorporated in a very loose hairpin (indicated by the red color).

2. Derivation for the Main Equations

The derivation for the two main equations. Namely, the relation between the number of ribosome
bound mRNA in dependency of total mRNA mT , total sRNA sT , total ribosome rT and a correction
factor n to account for the ribosome occupancy, the reaction constants KR and KS , the probabilities to
expose the ribosome docking site (RDS) PEF and PES .

The derivation was done separately for the case where sRNA binding-site overlaps with the ribosome
docking site and for the case where those two are spatially separated.

All calculation were performed with Wolfram Mathematica (version 8.0). Text in monospace revere
to Mathematica commands.
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2.1. Overlap of RDS and sRNA Binding Site

2.1.1. Basic Equations

sRNA bound mRNA mS in thermodynamic equilibrium

KS mF sF −mS = 0 (S1)

total sRNA sT

sT − sF −mS = 0 (S2)

total mRNA mT

mT −mF −mS −mR = 0 (S3)

ribosome bound mRNA mR in thermodynamic equilibrium

KR mF PEF rF −mR = 0 (S4)

total ribosomes rT

rT − rF − nmR = 0 (S5)

2.1.2. Elimination of Unknown Variables from Equation System

Eliminate sF , mF , rF and ms from Equations S1–S5 and FullSimplify

(mR (−1 +KR (mR −mT )nPEF ) +KR (−mR +mT )PEF rT )

(KS mR +KR PEF (−mR n+ rT ))−KR KS mR PEF (−mR n+ rT ) sT = 0
(S6)

2.1.3. Standard Polynomial Form

Equation S6 is a cubic polynomial equation. Expressed in its standard polynomial form in can be
written as

Collect mR in Equation S6 and FullSimplify each term on its own

K2
R mT P 2

EF r2T −KS (1 +KR PEF (mT n+ rT − n sT ))

+mR (−KR PEF rT (1 +KR PEF (2mT n+ rT ) +KS (−mT + sT )))

+m2
R KR nPEF (1 +KR PEF (mT n+ 2 rT ))

+m3
R KR nPEF (KS −KR nPEF )

= 0

(S7)
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2.2. No overlap of RDS and sRNA Binding-site

2.2.1. Basic Equations

sRNA bound mRNA in thermodynamic equilibrium mS

KS mF sF −mS = 0 (S8)

total sRNA sT

sT − sF −mS −mSR = 0 (S9)

total ribosomes rT

rT − rF − n (mR +mSR) = 0 (S10)

total mRNA mT

mT −mF −mS −mR −mSR = 0 (S11)

ribosome bound mRNA in thermodynamic equilibrium mR

KR PEF mF rF −mR = 0 (S12)

ribosome and sRNA bound mRNA in thermodynamic equilibrium mSR

KR PES mS rF −mSR = 0 (S13)

translational active mRNA mTA

mTA = mR +mSR (S14)

2.2.2. Elimination of Unknown Variables from Equation System

Eliminate mS , mF , sF , rF , mSR and mR, from Equations S8 and S14 and FullSimplify

KS (mTA (−1 +KR (mTA −mT )nPES) +KR (−mTA +mT )PES

rT ) ((−1 +KR PES (mTA n− rT )) (mTA (−1 +KR (mTA −mT )n

PEF ) +KR (−mTA +mT )PEF rT )−KR (PEF − PES) (mTA n

−rT ) sT )−KR (PEF − PES) (mTA n− rT ) (mTA(−1 +KR (mTA

−mT )nPEF ) +KR (−mTA +mT )PEF rT ) = 0

(S15)

2.2.3. Standard Polynomial Form

Equation S15 is a quintic polynomial equation. Expressed in its standard polynomial form it can be
written as
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Collect mTA in Equation S15 and FullSimplify each term on its own

K2
R mT r2T (PEF (PEF − PES (1 +Ks (mT +KR mT

PES rT ))) +Ks (PEF − PES)PES sT )

+mTA KR rT (PES −KR P 2
EF (2mT n+ rT )

+PEF (−1 +KR PES (2mT n+ rT ) +KsmT (1 +KR PES

(rT (3 + 2KR PES rT ) +mT n (2 + 3KR PES rT )))

−Ks (1 +KR PES (2mT n+ rT )) sT ) +KsPES

(sT +KR PES rT sT +mT (1 +KR PES (rT + 2n sT ))))

+mTA
2 (KR n (PEF − PES) (1 +KR PEF (mT n+ 2 rT ))

+Ks (−1 +KR (−KR m2
T n2 PEF PES (1 + 3KR PES rT )− rT (PEF

(1 +KR PES rT )
2 + PES (2 +KR PES rT ))−mT n (PES

+2KR P 2
ES rT + PEF (1 + 6KR PES rT (1 +KR PESrT )))

+n (PEF − PES) (1 +KR PES (mT n+ 2 rT )) sT )))

+mTA
3 KR n (KR nPEF (−PEF + PES)

+Ks (PEF (1 +KR PES (KR m2
T n2 PES + rT (4 + 3KRPES rT )

+3mT (n+ 2KR nPES rT )− n sT )) + PES (2 +KR PES

(2 rT + n (mT + sT )))))

+mTA
4 (−K2

R Ksn2 PES (PES + PEF (2 +KR PES (2mT n+ 3 rT ))))

+mTA
5K3

R Ksn3 PEF P 2
ES

= 0

(S16)
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